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Janice Sutherland is CEO of award winning leadership development consultancy This Woman Can. She provides leadership
development and executive coaching for organizations globally,
enabling leaders to create career advancing strategies, develop
the presence and influence needed to drive through barriers
and confidently navigate the Board room. With a professional
career spanning over 25 years, she made history when she
became the first female CEO in the Telecoms Sector of Antigua

Janice Sutherland

and Barbuda, where she is also the Chair of the Caribbean

LinkedIn: /iamjanicesutherland
Instagram: @iamjanicesutherland
Facebook: /iamjanicesutherland
Twitter: This_Woman_Can

best-seller This Woman Can - The no bullsh*t guide for women

Women in Leadership. She is the author of international

who lead and host of This Woman Can Podcast.

Born in the UK, Dawn is best known for her profound wisdom, truth slaying
and high energy, not to mention a trademark giggle which is as infectious as a flu
epidemic.
As well as being an international bestselling author, author coach and strategist,
and publisher, Dawn is an online entrepreneur, specialising in developing global
step change and brand expansion strategies, underpinned with powerful leadership and profound truths.
She writes for various magazines, and when not sailing around the world on
yachts, she appears on various media channels highlighting and discussing
important subjects in today’s society.

Dawn Bates
https://www.dawnbates.com
Instagram: @realdawnbates
Facebook: @realdawnbates
Twitter: @realdawnbates
LinkedIn: /dawnbates

Her first trilogy ‘The Trilogy of Life Itself’ is powerful, as is her current series of
nine books ‘The Sacral Series’. Both compilations bring together the multi-faceted aspects of the world we live in and takes you on a rollercoaster ride of
emotions, whilst delivering mic dropping inspiration, motivation and awakening. Both bodies of work capture life around the world in all its rawness.
Dawn’s expertise lies in making you rethink your life, whilst harnessing the
deepest freedom of all: your own truth. She’s an authority on leading others to
create exceptional results by igniting the passions and fire deep within and shifting them from fear, feelings of imposter and self-doubt to living life where they
are free to speak and live powerfully.

Ricardo Gonzalez is the founder and CEO of Bilingual
America. He is the author of The 6 Stages of Cultural Mastery, The 6 Stages of Cultural Sales, and The Cultural Transformation Manifesto. He is also the host of The Cultural
Mastery Community, a community of leaders committed to
culturally intelligent and inclusive leadership. Furthermore,
he is also a popular public speaker and a trusted consultant
to leaders of large organizations and associations.

Ricardo Gonzalez
www.ricardogonzalez.com
LinkedIn: /ricardogonzalez1
Instagram: @culturalmaster
Facebook: /ricardogonzalezpage
Twitter: /culturalmastery

Robert Kesten works on the integration of human rights as a
solution to problems. The integration process is a catalyst and
infrastructure for change, in the belief that sustainable government and business are dependent on putting people first.
By protecting and defending the inalienable rights of individuals, we ensure the survival of the greater community and the
planet. This is the answer when survival is not enough.

Robert Kesten
http://www.pdhre.org/
Instagram: @pdhreorg
Facebook: /RobertKesten4Change
LinkedIn: /robertkesten

Jena Rodriguez, an Emotional Scientist, High Performance
Mentor, and Creator of the 4 Egoic Archetypes and The
Detachment Method, helps leaders with high net worth,
high stakes and/or high pressure professions that want to
elevate their emotional IQ and personal and professional
performance. She is their sounding board! From 7 Figure+
business owners, day traders, athletes to celebrities and
CEOs at plateaus, she supports the expansion of their con-

Jena Rodriguez
http://bravemasters.com/
LinkedIn: /jenarodriguez
Instagram: @jenarodriguez
Facebook: /BraveMasters
Twitter: /jenarodriguez

sciousness so they can outsmart their ego mind, start playing
even bigger and get radically brave! She helps crack open the
nuances of their ego which keeps them playing "safe" so that
their higher self can be in the driver’s seat. It's about fear
eradication, self leadership, mindset mastery, emotional IQ,
and being a BRAVE MASTER!

“Every brand owner and organization has the right to expand, grow
and ultimately thrive. That is why I have made it my mission to develop tools, talks and training designed to inspire, educate and empower you to achieve all that is possible.” - Pete Canalichio
Pete Canalichio is an award-winning author of the Amazon #1 New
Release, “Expand, Grow, Thrive”; (2018) and TEDx speaker. He has
worked in brand strategy, expansion and licensing for the past 20

Pete Canalichio

years for The Coca-Cola Company, Newell Brands and most recently,
BrandAlive, a Service-Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business that

https://petecanalichio.com/

he founded in 2009. Pete believes people deserve to be delighted with

Twitter: /PeteCanalichio

new and innovative products and services from brands they love. He

Facebook: /PeteCanalichio

also believes every brand owner and organization has the right to

LinkedIn: /petecanalichio-brandalive
Youtube: Pete Canalichio

expand, grow and ultimately thrive. That is why he has made it his
mission to develop tools, talks and training designed to inspire, educate and empower his clients to write a better story, and from it, to
achieve all that is possible.

Katerina Cozias is an international media and communication expert, on-camera TV host and best-selling author. She
currently resides in Los Angeles and is the producer host of
the morning talk show LA40 and the founder of VasGeo
Media Corp. , a Hollywood based media training and production company. Katerina’s travels have seen her present in
cities including, but not limited to Miami, New York, Hong
Kong, Athens, Moscow, Dubai, Cannes, Monte Carlo and

Katerina Cozias
www.katerinacozias.com
LinkedIn: /katerinacozias
Instagram: @katerinacozias
Facebook: /katerinacozias
Twitter: /katerinacozias

The Bahamas. She has advised professionals in the oil &amp;
gas and finance sectors as well as in luxury/lifestyle, the arts,
and entertainment and has led a roster of clients to high
exposure collaborations with media and agency partners
including the Billboard Music Awards, Forbes and The Wall
Street Journal.
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